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Abstract—We study the quality of service in quantum channels.
We regard the quantum channel as a queueing system, and
present queueing analysis of both the classical information trans-
mission and quantum information transmission in the quantum
channel. For the former, we link the analysis to the classical
queueing model, for the latter, we propose a new queueing model
and investigate the limit queueing behavior. For both scenarios,
we obtain tail distributions of the performance measures, i.e.,
backlog, delay, and throughput.
Index Terms—Quantum channel capacity, queueing analysis,
backlog, delay, throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
The era of quantum technology is coming accompanying
the second quantum revolution [1] [2] and the future of
quantum technology lies in quantum networking [3] [4] [5].
Technically, the development of quantum internet requires a
hybrid of technologies, which combine the features of both
discrete variable systems and continuous variable systems [6].
Theoretically, it is necessary to build a system theory for
the dimension of the network dynamics, i.e., backlog, delay,
and throughput, to deal with the diverse quality-of-service
requirements of the network applications and to help deploy
the quantum network.
In this paper, we consider three questions raised by quantum
channel performance analysis and aim to provide a mathemat-
ical tool to facilitate the quantum system analysis and design.
1) What is the operational utility of the quantum channel
capacity?
A quantum channel can represent any physical operation
that reflects the state evolution of a quantum system,
ranging from an optical fiber and a free-space link to
a computer memory [7]. There are many different kinds
of quantum channel capacity depending on the involved
purpose, protocol, and resource [8], and these quantum
channel capacity concepts are generally non-additive [9].
However, the information transmission follows the causal
property of nature and the amount of transmitted infor-
mation is additive, in addition, the performance analysis
requires a study of the cumulative process the capacity
process. Therefore, we propose a new concept of quantum
channel capacity, namely cumulative capacity, which is
a sum of the quantum channel capacity over a period
of time. The cumulative capacity satisfies the additive-
and-causal requirement in the operational domain and is
explicitly used in performance analysis.
2) What is the uniqueness of quantum channel performance
analysis?
Quantum communication has many characteristics dis-
tinguishing from the classical communication, e.g., the
super-activation [10] and the negative information [11].
We differentiate between the performance analysis of
classical information transmission and quantum informa-
tion transmission. For classical information transmission,
we show that the classical queue model is able to describe
the queueing behavior in the quantum channel. For quan-
tum information transmission, since the quantum channel
is capable of not only transmitting information but also
generating communication potential due to entanglement
[11], we propose a new queue model, which is able
to describe the fluctuation of both the communication
workload and the communication potential.
3) What is the probabilistic characterization of the informa-
tion quantity in quantum channel?
The quantum channel encompasses the classical regime
and the quantum regime [12], where the information
adheres respectively to the classical randomness and the
quantum randomness [13] [14]. Contrast to the informa-
tion content, we focus on the quantity of the classical
information and quantum information, i.e., the storage
space of the information in the operational sense [11].
We treat the quantum channel capacity as a bridge from
the quantum regime to the classical regime, i.e., it takes
into account the quantum effect in the quantum regime
and maps onto the information transmission amount in
the classical regimes. We use classical probability to
describe the randomness and regularity of the information
quantity, considering the dependence that is caused by the
environment in the classical regime.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec.
II, we recapitulate the basic concepts of quantum channel
capacity, review a few explicit expressions of the classical
capacity and quantum capacity of practical channels, and
introduce the cumulative capacity concept. In Sec. III, we
present the queueing principles for both classical information
and quantum information transmission, and obtain generic
results for the performance measures towards a framework for
performance analysis of quantum systems. Finally, we con-
clude this paper and discuss some potential research directions
in Sec. IV.
2II. QUANTUM CHANNEL
Consider a quantum system in a Hilbert space H “ HQ,
the quantum states are given by the density operator ρ on
H [15]. In the Schro¨dinger picture, a quantum channel is a
transformation ρ ÞÑ N pρq, which is a completely positive trace
preserving map on trace class operators. In this sense, the
quantum channel arises from a unitary interaction U between
the quantum system and the environment described by another
Hilbert space HE with initial state ρE , i.e.,
N pρq “ TrE
“
Uρb ρEU :
‰
, (1)
where TrE denotes the partial trace with respect to HE .
Denote Hpxq “ ´Trx log x as the von Neumann entropy of
a density operator x. For the input state ρ and the output state
N pρq, we have three entropy entities related to pρ,N q, i.e.,
the entropy of the input state Hpρq, the entropy of the output
state HpN pρqq, and the entropy exchangeHpρ,N q “ Hpρ1Eq,
where ρ1E “ TrQ
“
Uρb ρEU :
‰
is the final state of the
environment. This channel specification is extensible to the
general case with different Hilbert spaces HA and HB of the
input and output states.
A. Quantum Channel Capacity
The quantum channel N has many capacity concepts due
to diverse transmission purpose and resource auxiliary [16]
[9]. The classical capacity CpN q and quantum capacity QpN q
quantify respectively the maximal rate of classical informa-
tion and quantum information that the quantum channel can
asymptotically transmit with vanishing errors. Particularly,
if the transmitted classical information is secret from the
environment, the resulting private classical capacity P pN q
quantifies the capability for quantum cryptography.
When prior shared entanglement between the transmitter
and receiver is not available, single-letter capacity formulas
are not tractable in general, and regularization is required for
explicit expressions, i.e.,
χpN q ď CpN q “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
χ
`
Nbn
˘
, (2)
P p1qpN q ď P pN q “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
P p1q
`
Nbn
˘
, (3)
Qp1qpN q ď QpN q “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
Qp1q
`
Nbn
˘
. (4)
Denote the input A, the output B, the environment E, and
the quantum mutual information IpX ;Y q “ HpXq`HpY q´
HpX,Y q. The single-letter expression of classical capacity is
[9]
χpN q “ max
px,ρx
IpX ;Bqσ, (5)
which is evaluated on state σ “ řx px |xy xx|XbN pρxq. The
single-letter expression of private classical capacity is [9]
P p1qpN q “ max
px,ρx
IpX ;Bqσ ´ IpX ;Eqσ, (6)
where σ “ řx px |xy xx|XbUpρx b |0y x0|EqU :. The single-
letter expression of quantum capacity is [9]
Qp1qpN q “ max
ρ
pHpBq ´HpEqq, (7)
where the entropies are evaluated on the state σBE “ Uρ b
|0y x0|E U :.
When prior shared entanglement is available, the entangle-
ment assisted capacities have single-letter formulas [9], i.e.,
CEpN q “ max
φAA1
IpA;Bqσ, (8)
QEpN q “ 1
2
CEpN q, (9)
where σ “ I bN pφAA1q and the state φAA1 is unrestricted.
B. Explicit Example
We review some quantum channel capacities with exact
expressions.
1) Classical Capacity of Lossy Channel: The bosonic chan-
nels use a collection of bosonic modes to transmit information
[17]. The bosonic channel is a continuous-variable system
and has an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space [18] [15] [19].
The N bosonic modes correspond to N quantized radiation
modes of the electromagnetic field. Consider the multi-mode
bosonic channel, N “ÂkNk, where Nk is the loss map for
the kth mode, which derives from the Heisenberg evolution
a1k “
?
ηkak `
?
1´ ηkbk, where bk is the vacuum noise
mode, ak and a
1
k are the annihilation operators of the input
and output modes, and 0 ď ηk ď 1 is the mode transmissivity.
For the capacity to converge, the mean energy E of the input
state is constrained.
The classical capacity of the lossy bosonic channel, in bits
per channel use, is expressed as [20]
C “ max
Nk
ÿ
k
gpηkNkq, (10)
where gpxq ” px ` 1q log2px ` 1q ´ x log2 x, and the
maximization is performed on the average photon number set
tNku that satisfies the energy constraint
ř
k ~ωkNk “ E ,
where ωk is the frequency of the kthe mode. This capacity
formula applies to the lossy channel with minimum noise [20].
Example 1. Consider a broadband channel, where the trans-
mitter may use all frequencies ω P r0,8q and all frequencies
having the same channel transmissivity η. The capacity, in bits
per second, is expressed as [20] [21]
C “
?
η
ln 2
c
piP
3~
, (11)
whereP “ E{T is the average transmitted power and T “
2pi{∆ω is the transmission time.
Example 2. Consider a free-space optical channel [20] [22],
where the transmitter and the receiver communicate through
circular apertures of areas At and Ar, separated by a L meter
propagation path. In the far field regime, only a single spatial
mode in the transmitter couples a significant amount of power
to the receiver. Such is the case at frequency ω, the transmis-
sivity ηpω{ω0q “ Dpωq ! 1, where Dpωq “ pω{ω0q2 and
ω0 “ 2picL{
?
AtAr are respectively the Fresnel number and
Fresnel frequency. For a broadband channel with maximum
3transmitter frequency ωc and Dpωcq ! 1, the capacity, in bits
per second, is expressed as [20] [22]
C “ ωc
2piy0
ż y0
0
dx g
ˆ
1
e1{x ´ 1
˙
, (12)
where y0 is a dimensional less parameter that is determined by
the power constraint P “ P0
şy0
0
dx
x
1
e1{x´1
and P0 “ 2pi~c2L2AtAr
is a reference power for normalization.
2) Quantum Capacity of Degradable Channel: A Gaussian
channel is of form N pρq “ TrE
“
Upρb ρEqU :
‰
, where U
is a Gaussian unitary, determined by a quadratic bosonic
Hamiltonian, and ρE is a Gaussian state [23]. A channel
N pρq “ TrErUpρ b ρEqU :s is degradable [24] [25], if it
can be degraded to its conjugate N c ““ TrBrUpρb ρEqU :s,
i.e., there is a map T : HB ÞÑ HE such that N c “ T ˝ N ,
where ˝ denotes the composition of operators. A large class
of Gaussian channels are degradable [24] [25] [17], e.g., the
lossy channel.
The quantum capacity of the degradable Gaussian channel
N “ÂkNk, in qubits per channel use, is expressed as [17]
Q “
ÿ
k
sup
ρG
JpρG,Nkq, (13)
where JpρG,Nkq is the coherent information and the supre-
mum is taken over the Gaussian input states ρG.
Example 3. Consider a single-mode attenuation (amplifica-
tion) channel with transmissivity η (gain
?
η). The capacity,
in qubits per channel use, is expressed as [17]
Q “ log2 |η| ´ log2 |1´ η|. (14)
Let η “ e´l{la , l and la are respectively the transmission
length and the absorption length for a transmission link, while
l and la are respectively the storage and the decay time for
quantum memories.
We present a discrete-variable degradable quantum channel,
which is complementary to the bosinic Gaussian channel with
continuous-variable quantum system and environment.
Example 4. Consider qubit channels with a qubit envi-
ronment, both of two dimensions [26]. Consider the Kraus
operator representation, ρ ÞÑ N pρq “ ř2i“1 AiρA:i , with
A1 “ rcospαq 0; 0 cospβqs and A2 “ r0 sinpβq; sinpαq 0s.
The supremum of coherent information is taken over the
diagonal input states. In the region of nonzero capacity,
cosp2αq{ cosp2βq ą 0, the capacity, in qubits per channel
use, is expressed as
Q “ max
pPr0,1s
h
`
p cos2pαq ` p1´ pq sin2pβq˘
´h`p sin2pαq ` p1´ pq sin2pβq˘, (15)
where hpxq “ ´x log2 x ´ p1 ´ xq log2p1 ´ xq is the binary
entropy function. For α “ β and β “ 0, it represents
respectively a dephasing channel and an amplitude damping
channel.
C. Operational Extension
We study how to use the quantum channel capacity for op-
erational purpose and we need a capacity concept to quantify
the transmission capability of the quantum channel through a
sequence of time slots.
A direct approach is to define the quantum channel ca-
pacity through consecutive quantum channel uses. Consider
the single-letter formula fpN q and the regularization fpN q “
limnÑ8
1
n
fpNbnq, where f represents χ, P p1q, andQp1q. The
regularization implies that the capacity is always additive on
parallel use of the same channel, i.e., fpNbnq “ nfpN q.
If fpN q is additive, then fpNbnq “ nfpN q, fpN q “ fpN q,
and fpNt1 b . . .bNtnq “ f pNt1q`. . .`f pNtnq. In general,
if the additivity of fpN q is not known, then
fpNt1 b . . .bNtnq ě f pNt1q ` . . .` f pNtnq , (16)
which indicates that the capacity on consecutive use of differ-
ent channels is super-additive. In addition, the tensor product
indicates that this definition does not take into account the
dependence between the quantum channels at different time.
Moreover, this type of definition is non-causal and unrealistic,
since the information can not rely on the future channel for
transmission at present.
Operationally, the information transmission is additive, be-
cause the amount of information is the amount of the storage
space [11]. In view of this, we propose a new capacity concept,
cumulative capacity.
Definition 1. The sum of the capacity through a period of
time rt1, tns is defined as cumulative capacity, i.e.,
Spt1, tnq :“ f˚ pNt1q ` . . .` f˚ pNtnq , (17)
where f˚ represents C, P , Q, etc.
By definition, the cumulative capacity has strict additivity
property and the temporal dependence in the quantum channel
is explicitly involved.
Lemma 1. The cumulative capacity is additive over time, i.e.,
for tm ď tk ď tn,
Sptm, tnq “ Sptm, tkq ` Sptk`1, tnq. (18)
Proof. The proof directly follows the definition.
Remark 1. The additivity of classical and quantum infor-
mation transmission is an operational reality in practice,
while the non-additivity of the quantum channel capacity is a
mathematical issue in quantum Shannon theory. The regular-
ization resolves the need for a mathematical expression of the
quantum channel capacity, which is additive on the parallel
use of the same channel. In general, the private capacity and
quantum capacity are non-additive, and the additivity of the
classical capacity is unknown [9], which indicates that the
exact transmission capability of the quantum channel is still
unknown. Instead, the cumulative capacity concepts defines
the actual transmission amount of the quantum channel, which
can be based on either the existing quantum channel capacity
concepts or the postulation of an exact capacity formula.
4Remark 2. The accumulation of the asymptotic capacity
through time stresses the ultimate transmission capability the
channel can achieve in one time slot. Alternatively, the accu-
mulation of the one-shot capacity stresses the finite channel
uses in reality. The definition of the cumulative capacity is
able to describe both accumulation scenarios and to involve
the temporal dependence in capacity.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We provide queueing analysis of both classical and quantum
information transmission through the quantum channel, with a
focus on the latter. We investigate the statistical distribution of
the performance measures of the quantum channel, and obtain
both general results, which have no specifications of the arrival
process and the capacity process, and specific results, which
refines the general results taking advantage of the dependence
property of the underlying processes. We denote
ŽpX,Y q “
maxpX,Y q and ŹpX,Y q “ minpX,Y q.
A. Queueing of Classical Information
We show that the classical queue model is able to describe
the queueing behavior of the classical information in the
quantum channel with classical storage at the transmitter and
receiver terminals.
1) Queueing Principle: The channel is essentially a clas-
sical queueing system with cumulative service process Sptq
and cumulative arrival process Ap0, tq “
tř
s“0
apsq, where aptq
denotes the traffic input to the channel at time slot t, and the
temporal increment in the system is expressed as
Xptq “ aptq ´ Cptq. (19)
The queueing behavior of the channel is expressed through
the backlog in the system, which is a reflected process of the
temporal increment Xptq [27], i.e.,
Bpt` 1q “ rBptq `Xptqs` , (20)
where r¨s` :“ Žp¨, 0q. By iteration, the backlog function is
expressed as
Bptq “ Bp0q ` sup
0ďsďt
pAps, tq ´ Sps, tqq. (21)
Assume no loss, the output is the difference between the
input and backlog,
A˚ptq “ Aptq ´ pBptq ´Bp0qq (22)
“ inf
0ďsďt
pAp0, sq ` Sps, tqq, (23)
and the delay is defined via the input-output relationship, i.e.,
Dptq “ inf td ě 0 : Apt´ dq ď A˚ptqu , (24)
which is the virtual delay that a hypothetical arrival has
experienced on departure.
We presents the statistical tail probabilities of the per-
formance measures in the following theorem. We assume
Bp0q “ 0, i.e., the queue is empty at the beginning. We present
the proof in Appendix B.
Theorem 1. Consider classical information transmission. The
tail of backlog is bounded by
PpBptq ą xq “ P
"
sup
0ďsďt
pAps, tq ´ Sps, tqq ą x
*
(25)
ď
tÿ
s“0
E
”
eθpAps,tq´Sps,tqq
ı
¨ e´θx, (26)
the tail of throughput is bounded by
PpA˚ptq ą xq “ P
"
inf
0ďsďt
pAp0, sq ` Sps, tqq ą x
*
(27)
ď
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθpAp0,sq`Sps,tqq
ı
¨ e´θx, (28)
and the tail of delay is bounded by
PpDptq ą dq “ PtApt´ dq ą A˚ptqu (29)
ď
ÿ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθpAps,tq´Sps,tqqp
ı1{p
E
”
e´θApt´d,tqq
ı1{q
, (30)
where p and q are positive with 1{p` 1{q “ 1.
Remark 3. Based on the union bound, PpBptq ď xq “
Ptsup0ďsďtpAps, tq ´ Sps, tqq ď xu ď
ř
0ďsďt PtpAps, tq ´
Sps, tqq ď xu and PpDptq ď dq “ Ptsup0ďsďtpApt ´
dq ´ Ap0, sq ´ Sps, tqq ď 0u ď ř0ďsďt PtpApt ´ dq ´
Ap0, sq ´ Sps, tqq ď 0u. According to PpŹpX,Y q ď
zq “ PpX ď zq ` PpY ď zq ´ PpX ď z, Y ď zq,
PpA˚ptq ď xq “ Ptinf0ďsďtpAp0, sq ` Sps, tqq ď xu ďř
0ďsďt PtpAp0, sq`Sps, tqq ď xu. It is easy to obtain upper
bounds of the distributions or lower bounds of the tails of
the performance measures, taking advantage of the Chernoff
bound PpX ď xq ď Ere´θXseθx, θ ą 0 and the fact
PpX ą xq “ 1´ PpX ď xq.
2) Distribution Refinement: We consider both indepen-
dence and dependence in the arrival and capacity processes,
which are treated respectively as independently and identically
distributed process and Markov additive process, which is
introduced in Appendix A. We present the proofs in Appendix
C and Appendix D.
Theorem 2 (I.I.D. Process). Consider a quantum channel with
constant classical capacity Sptq “ C ¨t and independently and
identically distributed arrival process aptq d“ a. The backlog
and delay are bounded by
PpB ą xq ď e´θx, (31)
PpD ą dq ď e´θCd, (32)
where θ is the root to κpθq “ 0, κpθq “ log ş eθpaptq´CqF pdxq.
The tail of throughput is bounded by
PpA˚ptq ą xq ď
ľ
0ďsďt
E
“
eθa
‰s ¨ eθpt´sqC ¨ e´θx, (33)
where θ ą 0 is free for optimization.
Consider a quantum channel with independently and iden-
tically distributed classical capacity Cptq d“ C and constant
5arrival process Aptq “ λ ¨ t. The backlog and delay are
bounded by
PpB ą xq ď e´θx, (34)
PpD ą dq ď e´θλd, (35)
where θ is the root to κpθq “ 0, κpθq “ log ş eθpλ´CptqqF pdxq.
The tail of throughput is bounded by
PpA˚ptq ą xq ď
ľ
0ďsďt
E
“
eθC
‰t´s ¨ eθsλ ¨ e´θx, (36)
where θ ą 0 is free for optimization.
Theorem 3 (Markov Additive Process). Consider a quantum
channel with constant classical capacity Sptq “ C ¨ t and
Markov additive arrival process Aptq. Conditional on the
initial state i “ J0 P E of the arrival process. The backlog
and delay are bounded by
PipB ą xq ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θx, (37)
PipD ą dq ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θCd, (38)
where θ ą 0 is the root to κpθq “ 0, κpθq and hpθq are
respectively the logarithm of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
and the corresponding right eigenvector of the kernel for the
Markov additive process Aptq ´ C ¨ t. The tail of throughput
is bounded by
PipA˚ptq ą xq ď
ľ
0ďsďt
hJ0pθq
min
jPE
hjpθqe
sκpθq`θpt´sqC ¨ e´θx, (39)
where θ ą 0, κpθq and hpθq are respectively the logarithm of
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and the corresponding right
eigenvector of the kernel for the Markov additive process Aptq.
Consider a quantum channel with Markov additive classical
capacity and constant arrival process. Conditional on the
initial state i “ J0 P E of the capacity process. The backlog
and delay are bounded by
PipB ą xq ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θx, (40)
PipD ą dq ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θλd, (41)
where θ ą 0 is the root to κp´θq “ 0, κpθq and hpθq are
respectively the logarithm of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue
and the corresponding right eigenvector of the kernel for the
Markov additive process Sptq´λ ¨ t. The tail of throughput is
bounded by
PipA˚ptq ą xq ď
ľ
0ďsďt
max
kPE
hkpθq
min
jPE
hjpθq e
pt´sqκpθq`θsλ ¨ e´θx, (42)
where θ ą 0, κpθq and hpθq are respectively the logarithm of
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and the corresponding right
eigenvector of the kernel for the Markov additive process Sptq.
Remark 4. We highlight the difference of the adjustment
coefficient in the decay exponent of the tail bounds between
the deterministic arrival case and the deterministic capacity
case. In addition, we refer the reader to [28] [29] [30] for
related results with random arrival and random capacity and
for approach to obtain a complementary lower bound of the
tail distribution. Particularly, the approach to get the tail lower
bound in [30] is different from the PpX ą xq “ 1´PpX ď xq
approach in the previous remark.
B. Queueing of Quantum Information
Consider there are quantum storage at the transmitter and
receiver terminals. To describe the queueing behavior of the
quantum states, we propose a new queue model to characterize
both the accumulation of the incoming workload and the
communication potential in the queue.
1) Queueing Principle: We use the queue to store both
the incoming workload and the generated communication
potential, specifically, the positive sign of the queue size
indicates the storage of the incoming workload, while the
negative sign of the queue size indicates the storage of the
communication potential, i.e.,
Bpt` 1q “ Bptq `Xpt` 1q, (43)
where
Xpt` 1q “ apt` 1q ´ rQpt` 1qs`, (44)
which follows that the quantum capacity can be negative [11],
if Qpt` 1q ě 0, then Xpt` 1q “ apt` 1q ´Qpt` 1q, and if
Qpt ` 1q ă 0, then Xpt ` 1q “ apt ` 1q ´ŽtQpt ` 1q, 0u.
By iteration, we obtain
Bptq “ Bp0q `
tÿ
i“0
apiq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`. (45)
Assume no loss, the cumulative output is the cumulative
input minus the workload backlog, i.e.,
A˚ptq “ Aptq ´ rBptq ´ Bp0qs` (46)
“ Aptq ´
«
tÿ
i“0
apiq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`
ff`
(47)
“
ľ# tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`, Aptq
+
, (48)
which indicates that the cumulative output equals the cumu-
lative input if the backlog is negative, otherwise, it equals the
cumulative capacity. Based on the input-output relationship,
we define the delay as
Dptq “ inf td ě 0 : Apt´ dq ď A˚ptqu , (49)
which is the virtual delay that a hypothetical arrival has
experienced on departure.
Lemma 2. The distribution of delay is expressed as
PpDptq ď dq “ P Apt´ dq ´Q`ptq ď 0(, (50)
where Q`ptq “ řti“0rQpiqs`.
Proof. Considering PpDptq ď dq “ PtApt´ dq ď A˚ptqu
and Apt ´ dq ´ Aptq ď 0, if Apt ´ dq ´ Q`ptq ď
0, then PtŽtApt´ dq ´Q`ptq, Apt´ dq ´Aptqu ą 0u “
6PtApt´ dq ´Q`ptq ą 0u “ 0; if Apt ´ dq ´ Q`ptq ą
0, then PtŽtApt´ dq ´Q`ptq, Apt´ dq ´Aptqu ą 0u “
PtApt´ dq ´Q`ptq ą 0u “ 1. This completes the proof.
We study the stability of the queue and investigate the im-
pact of negative drift and positive drift of the queue increment
process on the extreme behavior of the performance measures.
We define limtÑ8 Ppfptq ď xq :“ PplimtÑ8 fptq ď xq as
the distribution of fptq at t “ 8. We present the proof in
Appendix E.
Theorem 4. The probability of zero delay equals the probabil-
ity of empty workload or non-empty communication potential,
i.e.,
PpDptq “ 0q “ PpBptq ď 0q. (51)
Let λ and Q be respectively the steady state mean rate of the
arrival process and capacity process. Then,
0 ă lim
tÑ8
PtDptq “ 0|λ “ Qu ď 1, (52)
where the equality holds when the arrival process and capacity
process are both constant.
If
P
"
sup
tě0
 
Aptq ´Q`ptq( Ò `8ˇˇˇλ ą Q* “ 1, (53)
then
lim
tÑ8
PtDptq “ 0|λ ą Qu “ 0. (54)
If
P
"
inf
tě0
 
Aptq ´Q`ptq( Ó ´8ˇˇˇλ ă Q* “ 1, (55)
then
lim
tÑ8
PtDptq “ 0|λ ă Qu “ 1. (56)
Remark 5. It is well known that the conditions
Ptsuptě0tAptq ´ Q`ptqu Ò `8|λ ą Qu “ 1 and
Ptinftě0tAptq ´Q`ptqu Ó ´8|λ ă Qu “ 1 hold for random
walk [28]. This stability condition indicates that, if the
communication potential of the quantum channel is stored
for future use, it may cause the queue to overflow in case the
potential is neither sufficiently consumed nor dropped.
We study the temporal behavior and the mean value of
the performance measures. We define limtÑ8 Erfptqs :“
ErlimtÑ8 fptqs as the mean value of fptq at t “ 8. We
present the proof in Appendix F
Theorem 5. Consider stationary quantum capacity process
Qptq with mean rateQ and stationary quantum arrival process
aptq with mean rate λ. The mean of the transient backlog at
steady state is expressed as
lim
tÑ8
E
„
Bptq
t

“ λ´Q, (57)
and the mean of the transient throughput at steady state is
expressed as
lim
tÑ8
E
„
A˚ptq
t

“
ľ
pλ,Qq. (58)
Consider continuous time, the mean of delay is expressed as
ErDptqs “
ż t
d“0
d dP
 
Apt´ dq ´Q`ptq ď 0( , (59)
where Q`ptq “ řti“0rQptqs`, and the steady state mean is
lim
tÑ8
ErDptq|λ ď Qs “ 0, (60)
lim
tÑ8
ErDptq|λ ą Qs ě 0. (61)
Remark 6. An interesting result is that the average delay does
not equal the average backlog divided by the average arrival
rate for λ ă Q, i.e.,
lim
tÑ8
ErDptqs ‰ lim
tÑ8
ErBptqs
ErAptq{ts , (62)
and the equality holds when λ “ Q and both sides equal zero.
An explanation is that, the backlog can be negative for λ ă Q
while the delay is non-negative. If λ “ Q is treated as the
stability condition of the queue, this result corresponds to the
Little’s law in the classical queue model [27]. In addition, it
is interesting to investigate the relationship between the mean
delay and mean backlog for λ ą Q.
Remark 7. It is interesting to investigate the conditional
events PpBptq ď x|Bptq ě 0q “ Pp0 ď Bptq ď xq{PpBptq ě
0q and PpBptq ě ´x|Bptq ď 0q “ Pp´x ď Bptq ď
0q{PpBptq ď 0q, @x ě 0, which represent respectively the dis-
tributions of the workload and the communication potential on
their own stage, the associated mean values ErBptq|Bptq ě 0s
and ErBptq|Bptq ď 0s, and their relationships with delay
ErDptqs.
We presents the statistical tail probabilities of the per-
formance measures in the following theorem. We assume
Bp0q “ 0, i.e., the queue is empty at the beginning. We present
the proof in Appendix G.
Theorem 6. Consider quantum information transmission. The
tail of backlog is bounded by, for x P R,
PpBptq ą xq “ P
#
tÿ
i“0
apiq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs` ą x
+
(63)
ď E
”
eθp
řt
i“0 apiq´
řt
i“0rQpiqs
`qı ¨ e´θx, (64)
The tail of throughput is bounded by
PpA˚ptq ą xq “ P
#ľ# tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`, Aptq
+
ą x
+
(65)
ď E
”
eθp
řt
i“0rQpiqs
``Aptqqı ¨ e´θ2x, (66)
and the tail of delay is bounded by
PpDptq ą dq “ PtApt´ dq ą A˚ptqu (67)
“ P
#
Apt´ dq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs` ą 0
+
(68)
ď E
”
eθpAptq´
řt
i“0rQpiqs
`qpı1{p
E
”
e´θApt´d,tqq
ı1{q
, (69)
where p and q are positive with 1{p` 1{q “ 1.
7Remark 8. Taking advantage of the Chernoff bound PpX ď
xq ď Ere´θXseθx, θ ą 0 and the fact PpX ą xq “
1 ´ PpX ď xq, it is easy to obtain upper bounds of the
distributions or lower bounds of the tails of the performance
measures PpBptq ď xq, PpA˚ ď xq, and PpDptq ď dq.
Specifically, according to PpŹpX,Y q ď zq “ PpX ď
zq ` PpY ď zq ´ PpX ď z, Y ď zq, PpA˚ptq ď xq “
PtŹtřti“0rQpiqs`, Aptqu ď xu ď Ptřti“0rQpiqs` ď xu `
PtAptq ď xu.
2) Distribution Refinement: We consider the temporal in-
dependence in the capacity process and in the arrival process
and provide the performance results as follows. We present
the proof in Appendix H.
Theorem 7 (I.I.D. Process). Consider a quantum channel
with independently and identically distributed arrival process
aptq d“ a and i.i.d. quantum capacity rQptqs` d“ Q. The
distribution of backlog is bounded by, for some θ ą 0,
1´ etκpθq´θx ď PpBptq ď xq ď etκp´θq`θx, (70)
where κp˘θq “ logE “e˘θpa´Qq‰ is the cumulant generating
function of the queue increment process. The distribution of
delay is bounded by
1´etκQp´θq`pt´dqκApθq ď PpDptq ď dq ď etκQpθq`pt´dqκAp´θq,
(71)
where θ ą 0, κAp˘θq “ logE “e˘θpaq‰, and κQp˘θq “
logE
“
e˘θpQq
‰
. The distribution of throughput is bounded by
2´ etκQpθq´θx ´ etκApθq´θx ´ etκQp´θq`θx ˆ etκAp´θq`θx
ď PpA˚ptq ď xq ď etκQp´θq`θx ` etκAp´θq`θx
´
´
1´ etκQpθq´θx
¯
ˆ
´
1´ etκApθq´θx
¯
, (72)
where θ ą 0, κQp˘θq and κAp˘θq correspond respectively to
the cumulative generating function of Q and a.
We consider the Markov dependence, specifically, we use
Markov additive process to model the cumulative arrival
process and the cumulative capacity process. We present the
proof in Appendix I.
Theorem 8 (Markov Additive Process). Consider a quan-
tum channel with Markov additive quantum capacity process
Q`ptq “ řti“0rQptqs` and Markov additive arrival process
Aptq, and assume independence between the arrival process
and capacity process. Let κAp˘θq and hAp˘θq, and κQp˘θq
and hQp˘θq, respectively correspond to the logarithm of
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and the corresponding right
eigenvector of the kernel for the Markov additive processes
Aptq and Q`ptq.
Conditional on the initial states i “ J0 P E of the capacity
and arrival process. The distribution of backlog is bounded by
1´H´ ¨ e´θx`tκApθq`tκ´Qpθq ď
PipBptq ď xq ď H`eθx`tκ
Ap´θq`tκ´Qp´θq, (73)
and the distribution of delay is bounded by
1´H´ept´dqκApθq`tκ´Qpθq ď
PipDptq ď dq ď H`ept´dqκ
Ap´θq`tκ´Qp´θq, (74)
where θ ą 0, H´ “ h
A
J0
pθq
minjPE h
A
j pθq
h
´Q
J0
pθq
minjPE h
´Q
j pθq
and H` “
hAJ0
p´θq
minjPE h
A
j p´θq
h
´Q
J0
p´θq
minjPE h
´Q
j p´θq
. The distribution of throughput
is bounded by
2´ h
Q
J0
pθq
minjPE h
Q
j pθq
e´θx`tκ
Qpθq´ h
A
J0
pθq
minjPE h
A
j pθq
e´θx`tκ
Apθq
´ h
Q
J0
p´θqeθx`tκQp´θq
minjPE h
Q
j p´θq
ˆ h
A
J0
p´θqeθx`tκAp´θq
minjPE h
A
j p´θq
ď PipA˚ptq ď xq ď
h
Q
J0
p´θq
minjPE h
Q
j p´θq
eθx`tκ
Qp´θq ` h
A
J0
p´θq
minjPE h
A
j p´θq
eθx`tκ
Ap´θq
´
˜
1´ h
Q
J0
pθqe´θx`tκQpθq
minjPE h
Q
j pθq
¸
ˆ
˜
1´ h
A
J0
pθqe´θx`tκApθq
minjPE h
A
j pθq
¸
.
(75)
Specifically, if the capacity process or the arrival process
is a constant process, we obtained the performance results as
follows. We present the proof in Appendix J.
Corollary 1 (Markov Additive Process). Consider a quantum
channel with constant quantum capacity Q`ptq “ Q ¨ t and
Markov additive arrival process Aptq. Conditional on the
initial state i “ J0 P E of the arrival process. For some
θ ą 0, the distribution of backlog is bounded by
1´ hJ0pθqe
tκpθq´θx
min
jPE
phjpθqq ď PipBptq ď xq ď
hJ0p´θqetκp´θq`θx
min
jPE
phjp´θqq ,
(76)
and the distribution of delay is bounded by
1´ hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θQt`pt´dqκpθq ď
PipDptq ď dq ď hJ0p´θq
minjPE hjp´θqe
θQt`pt´dqκp´θq, (77)
where κp˘θq and hp˘θq are respectively the logarithm of
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and the corresponding right
eigenvector of the kernel for the Markov additive process
Aptq ´Q ¨ t for backlog, and for Aptq for delay.
Consider a quantum channel with Markov additive quantum
capacity Q`ptq “ řti“0rQptqs` and constant arrival process
Aptq “ λ ¨ t. Conditional on the initial state i “ J0 P E of the
capacity process. For some θ ą 0, the distribution of backlog
is bounded by
1´ hJ0pθqe
tκpθq´θx
min
jPE
phjpθqq ď PipBptq ď xq ď
hJ0p´θqetκp´θq`θx
min
jPE
phjp´θqq ,
(78)
8(a) Backlog, λ “ Q. (b) Delay, λ “ 10Q.
(c) Transient throughput, λ “ 1
2
Q.
Fig. 1. Performance measures of quantum information transmission in bosonic Gaussian channel. Constant quantum capacity Q “ log2 |η| ´ log2 |1´ η|,
where η “ e´l{la , i.i.d. quantum arrival with Poisson distribution Ppn|λq “ λ
n
n!
e´λ. l “ 10 and la “ 50. λ “ Q for backlog, λ “ 10Q for delay, both at
time slot t “ 103 . λ “ 1{2Q for throughput with violation probability PpA˚ptq{t ą xq ď 10´5. In addition to the upper and lower bounds, the median of
the upper and lower bounds is illustrated. Specifically, the upper and lower bounds imply EpDpt “ 103qq « 900.
and the distribution of delay is bounded by
1´ hJ0p´θq
minjPE hjp´θqe
θpt´dqλ`tκp´θq ď
PipDptq ď dq ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θpt´dqλ`tκpθq, (79)
where κp˘θq and hp˘θq are respectively the logarithm of
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and the corresponding right
eigenvector of the kernel for the Markov additive process
Q`ptq ´ λ ¨ t for backlog, and for Q`ptq for delay.
Remark 9. The theorems and corollary in this section hold
in general, regardless the channel specification.
Remark 10. The distribution upper bound and lower bound
hold respectively from above the mean value and from below
the mean value of the considered process, and they do not
hold synchronously.
Remark 11. For both i.i.d. case and Markov additive case,
the proof indicates a few constraints on the free parameter
optimization. (1) The free parameters in the distribution upper
bound and lower bound of the same process should be
optimized separately. (2) For the backlog results and delay
results, the free parameters in the arrival process and in the
capacity process should be optimized together, because they
share a common change of measure. (3) For the throughput
results, the free parameters in the arrival process and the
capacity process can be optimized separately, because they
share different change of measure, in addition, the constraint
in (1) should be taken into account when the distribution upper
bound and lower bound of the same process is concerned.
As an example, we demonstrate the i.i.d. case for bosonic
quantum channel in Fig. 1.
9IV. CONCLUSION
We develop a framework for queueing analysis of classical
information and quantum information transmission in quantum
channels, and study the tail distribution of the performance
measures. Particularly, we propose a new queueing model for
quantum information transmission, which captures the quan-
tum channel character that the quantum capacity is preservable
as entanglement pairs for future communication, and comple-
ments the classical queueing model for classical information.
We provide both generic and specific results of performance
analysis. For the generic results, we apply the union bound,
Chernoff bound, and Ho¨lder’s inequality, which are general
results without constraint on the underlying stochastic process,
the obtained results hold in general and apply to the complex
scenarios where detailed knowledge is lacking or specific anal-
ysis is difficult to track. As a refinement, we take advantage of
the statistical properties of the specific stochastic processes for
tighter results, e.g., i.i.d. process and Markov additive process.
These specific results have no constraints on the underlying
distributions of the stochastic processes and hold for a class
of arrival processes and quantum channel scenarios.
We highlight that the performance analysis of quantum
channels provides huge research opportunities for research. As
an outlook, we list some potential research topics as follows.
1) Analysis of diverse quantum channel models, e.g., mul-
tiple access channel [31], broadcast channel [32], and
multi-hop channel [33]. In this paper, we have considered
performance analysis in a single channel scenario. It
is interesting to consider the performance analysis at
network scale.
2) Analysis of quantum channel resource trade-off. In this
paper, we have considered performance analysis based
on the elemental capacity concepts. It is interesting to
consider trade-off capacities [34] [8] and the impact of
multiplexing of classical and quantum information [24].
3) Application to one-shot capacity [15]. In this paper, we
have considered applying the framework to the asymp-
totic capacity as demonstration. It is interesting to use
this framework to investigate the one-shot scenario to
demonstrate the impact of the constraints in reality.
4) Application to more quantum channels in practice and
investigation of the impact of different system parameters.
In this paper, we have considered the bosonic channel and
the qubit channel [35] [26] [36], with a default application
to quantum communication. It is interesting to apply
this analysis framework to other quantum systems, e.g.,
quantum memory and storage.
5) Study on the statistical property of the quantum channel
capacity and its impact on the quantum channel per-
formance. The framework in this paper applies to both
constant and random capacity processes. It is interesting
to investigate how the statistical effects in the environ-
ment influence the capacity randomness and the channel
performance, e.g., the transmissivity is a random variable
due to atmospheric turbulence in the free space [37].
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APPENDIX A
MARKOV ADDITIVE PROCESS
A Markov additive process is defined as a bivariate Markov
process tXtu “ tpJt, Sptqqu where tJtu is a Markov process
with state space E and the increments of tSptqu are governed
by tJtu in the sense that [27]
ErfpSpt` sq ´ SptqqgpJt`sq|Fts “ EJt,0rfpSpsqqgpJsqs.
(80)
For finite state space and discrete time, a Markov additive pro-
cess is specified by the measure-valued matrix (kernel) Fpdxq
whose ijth element is the defective probability distribution
Fijpdxq “ Pi,0pJ1 “ j, Y1 P dxq, (81)
where Yt “ Sptq ´ Spt ´ 1q. An alternative description is
in terms of the transition matrix P “ ppijqi,jPE (here pij “
PipJ1 “ jq) and the probability measures
Hijpdxq “ PpY1 P dx|J0 “ i, J1 “ jq “ Fijpdxq
pij
. (82)
Consider the matrix pFtrθs “ pEireθSptq; Jt “ jsqi,jPE , it is
proved that [27] pFtrθs “ pFrθst, where pFrθs “ pF1rθs is a EˆE
matrix with ijth element pF pijqrθs “ pij ş eθxHpijqpdxq, and
θ P Θ “ tθ P R : ş eθxHpijqpdxq ă 8u. By Perron-Frobenius
theory, eκpθq and hpθq “ phpθqi qiPE are respectively the positive
real eigenvalue with maximal absolute value and the corre-
sponding right eigenvector of pFrθs, i.e., pFrθshpθq “ eκpθqhpθq.
In addition, for the left eigenvector vpθq, vpθqhpθq “ 1 and
̟hpθq “ 1, where ̟ “ vp0q is the stationary distribution and
hp0q “ e.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The tail of backlog is bounded by
PpBptq ą xq “ P
"
sup
0ďsďt
pAps, tq ´ Sps, tqq ą x
*
(83)
ď
tÿ
s“0
PtAps, tq ´ Sps, tq ą xu (84)
ď
tÿ
s“0
E
”
eθpAps,tq´Sps,tqq
ı
¨ e´θx, (85)
where the first inequality follows the union bound and the
second inequality follows the Chernoff bound.
The tail of throughput is bounded by
PpA˚ptq ą xq “ P
"
inf
0ďsďt
pAp0, sq ` Sps, tqq ą x
*
(86)
ď
ľ
0ďsďt
PtAp0, sq ` Sps, tq ą xu (87)
ď
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθpAp0,sq`Sps,tqq
ı
¨ e´θx, (88)
where the second inequality follows the Chernoff bound.
The tail of delay is bounded by
PpDptq ą dq “ PtApt´ dq ą A˚ptqu (89)
ď E
„
e
θ sup
0ďsďt
tAp0,t´dq´Ap0,sq´Sps,tqu

(90)
“ E
„
e
θ sup
0ďsďt
tAps,tq´Sps,tqu´Apt´d,tq

(91)
“ E
„
e
θ sup
0ďsďt
tAps,tq´Sps,tqu
e´θApt´d,tq

(92)
ď E
„
e
θ sup
0ďsďt
tAps,tq´Sps,tqup
1{p
E
”
e´θApt´d,tqq
ı1{q
(93)
“ E
„
sup
0ďsďt
eθtAps,tq´Sps,tqup
1{p
E
”
e´θApt´d,tqq
ı1{q
(94)
ď
ÿ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθtAps,tq´Sps,tqup
ı1{p
E
”
e´θApt´d,tqq
ı1{q
, (95)
where the first inequality follows the Chernoff bound, and the
second inequality follows the Ho¨lder’s inequality for positive
p and q with 1{p` 1{q “ 1.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
For a constant service process Sptq “ C ¨ t, the tail of delay
is bounded by
PpD ą dq “ P
"
sup
tě0
pAptq ´ C ¨ tq ą Cd
*
(96)
ď e´θCd, (97)
where the first equality follows the time reversibility assump-
tion, the last inequality follows the Lundberg’s inequality [28],
[29], if θpą 0q satisfies the Lundberg equation κpθq “ 0,
where κpθq “ log ş eθpaptq´CqF pdxq.
The tail of throughput is bounded by
PpA˚ptq ą xq ď
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθpAp0,sq`Sps,tqq
ı
¨ e´θx (98)
“
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθAp0,sq
ı
E
”
eθSps,tq
ı
¨ e´θx (99)
“
ľ
0ďsďt
E
“
eθa
‰s ¨ eθpt´sqC ¨ e´θx. (100)
The proofs of other results follow analogically.
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The tail of backlog is expressed as
PipB ą xq “ Pi
"
sup
tě0
pAptq ´ C ¨ tq ą x
*
(101)
ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θx, (102)
where the first equality follows the time reversibility assump-
tion, the last inequality follows the Lundberg’s inequality, if
θ ą 0 satisfies the Lundberg equation κpθq “ 0. κpθq and
hpθq are respectively the logarithm of the Perron-Frobenius
eigenvalue and the corresponding right eigenvector of the
kernel for the Markov additive process Aptq ´ C ¨ t.
The tail of throughput is bounded by
PipA˚ptq ą xq ď
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθpAp0,sq`Sps,tqq
ı
¨ e´θx (103)
“
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθAp0,sq
ı
E
”
eθSps,tq
ı
¨ e´θx (104)
“
ľ
0ďsďt
E
”
eθAp0,sq
ı
¨ eθpt´sqC ¨ e´θx (105)
ď
ľ
0ďsďt
hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθq ¨ e
sκpθq ¨ eθpt´sqC ¨ e´θx, (106)
where the last step follows Ei
“
eθAptqhJtpθq
‰ “ hJ0pθqetκpθq.
The proofs of other results follow analogically.
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Note PpDptq ď dq “ PtApt´ dq ´řti“0rQpiqs` ď 0u and
PpBptq ď xq “ PtAptq ´řti“0rQpiqs` ď 0u, and Dptq ě 0.
Letting d “ x “ 0 yields PpDptq “ 0q “ PpBptq ď 0q.
For λ “ Q,
lim
tÑ8
PtDptq “ 0|λ “ Qu “ lim
tÑ8
PtBptq ď 0|λ “ Qu. (107)
Since limtÑ8Bptq oscillates around zero, the probability
locates in p0, 1q.
For λ ą Q,
lim
tÑ8
PtDptq “ 0|λ ą Qu “ lim
tÑ8
PtBptq ď 0|λ ą Qu (108)
ď P
"
sup
tě0
Bptq ď 0|λ ą Q
*
“ 0. (109)
For λ ă Q,
lim
tÑ8
PtDptq “ 0|λ ă Qu “ lim
tÑ8
PtBptq ď 0|λ ă Qu (110)
ě P
"
inf
tě0
Bptq ď 0|λ ă Q
*
“ 1. (111)
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For the throughput,
lim
tÑ8
E
„
A˚ptq
t

“ lim
tÑ8
E
„ŹpQ`ptq, Aptqq
t

(112)
“ lim
tÑ8
E
„ľˆQ`ptq
t
,
Aptq
t
˙
(113)
“ E
„ľˆ
lim
tÑ8
ˆ
Q`ptq
t
,
Aptq
t
˙˙
(114)
“
ľ
pλ,Qq. (115)
For backlog Bptq “ Aptq ´Q`ptq, the proof follows analog-
ically.
For the delay, to avoid non-trivial considerations, we con-
sider continuous time setting, where similar queueing principle
expressions hold. Particularly, the continuous time setting is
the limit of the discrete time setting. Denote fpd, tq :“
PtApt´ dq ´Q`ptq ď 0u. 0 ď fpd1, tq ď fpd, tq ď 1,
@0 ď d1 ď d ď t.
lim
tÑ8
ErDptqs “ lim
tÑ8
ż t
0
d dfpd, tq (116)
“ lim
tÑ8
ˆ
pd ¨ fpd, tqq|t0 ´
ż t
0
fpd, tqdd
˙
(117)
“ lim
tÑ8
ˆ
t´
ż t
0
fpd, tqdd
˙
, (118)
where the second equality follows the integration by parts and
the third equality follows fpt, tq “ 1.
Denote fpd, t;λ “ Qq :“ PtApt´dq´Q`ptq ď 0|λ “ Qu.
Then
lim
tÑ8
fp0, t;λ “ Qq “ lim
tÑ8
P
 
Aptq ´Q`ptq ď 0|λ “ Q( (119)
“ P
"
lim
tÑ8
Aptq ´Q`ptq
t
ď 0|λ “ Q
*
“ 1. (120)
Thus,
lim
tÑ8
ErDptq|λ “ Qs “ lim
tÑ8
ˆ
t´
ż t
0
fpd, t;λ “ Qqdd
˙
(121)
“ 0, (122)
where the second equality follows fp0, t;λ “ Qq ď
fpd, t;λ “ Qq ď 1, @0 ď d ď t.
Since limtÑ8 fp0, t;λ ă Qq “ 1, we obtain
limtÑ8 ErDptq|λ ă Qs “ 0.
Denote fpd, t;λ ą Qq :“ PtApt´dq´Q`ptq ď 0|λ ą Qu.
Then
lim
tÑ8
fp0, t;λ ą Qq “ lim
tÑ8
P
 
Aptq ´Q`ptq ď 0|λ ą Q( (123)
“ P
"
lim
tÑ8
Aptq ´Q`ptq
t
ď 0|λ ą Q
*
“ 0. (124)
Thus,
lim
tÑ8
ErDptq|λ ą Qs “ lim
tÑ8
ˆ
t´
ż t
0
fpd, t;λ ą Qqdd
˙
ě 0,
(125)
where the second equality follows fp0, t;λ ą Qq ď
fpd, t;λ ą Qq ď 1, @0 ď d ď t.
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The tail of the queue backlog is expressed as
PpBptq ą xq “ P
#
tÿ
i“0
apiq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs` ą x
+
(126)
ď E
”
eθp
řt
i“0 apiq´
řt
i“0rQpiqs
`qı ¨ e´θx, (127)
where the inequality follows the Chernoff bound.
The tail of throughput is expressed as
PpA˚ptq ą xq “ P
#ľ# tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`, Aptq
+
ą x
+
(128)
ď P
#řt
i“0rQpiqs` `Aptq
2
ą x
+
(129)
ď E
”
eθp
řt
i“0rQpiqs
``Aptqqı ¨ e´θ2x, (130)
where the first inequality follows
ŹpX,Y q ď pX`Y q{2, and
the second inequality follows the Chernoff bound.
The tail of delay is expressed as
PpDptq ą dq “ PtApt´ dq ą A˚ptqu (131)
“ P Apt´ dq ´Q`ptq ą 0( (132)
ď E
”
eθpApt´dq´
řt
i“0rQpiqs
`qı (133)
“ E
”
eθpAptq´
řt
i“0rQpiqs
`qe´θApt´d,tq
ı
(134)
ď E
”
eθpAptq´
řt
i“0rQpiqs
`qpı1{pE”e´θApt´d,tqqı1{q, (135)
where Q`ptq “ řti“0rQpiqs`, the second inequality follows
the Chernoff bound, and the third inequality follows the
Ho¨lder’s inequality for positive p and q with 1{p` 1{q “ 1.
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Consider the quantum capacity Qptq d“ Q and instantaneous
arrival aptq d“ a. A likelihood ratio process of the backlog is
formulated and expressed as [27]
Lptq “ eθBptq´tκpθq, (136)
where Lptq is a mean-one martingale and κpθq is the cu-
mulant generating function, i.e., κpθq “ logE “eθpa´Qq‰ “
log
ş
eθxF pdxq, where θ P Θ “ tθ P R : κpθq ă 8u.
According to Markov inequality, for any µ ą 0,
PtLptq ě µu ď 1
µ
ErLptqs “ 1
µ
. (137)
Letting µ “ e´tκpθq`θx, for θ ď 0, the cumulative distribution
function is bounded by
PtBptq ď xu ď etκpθq´θx, (138)
while for θ ą 0, the complementary cumulative distribution
function is expressed as
PtBptq ě xu ď etκpθq´θx, (139)
which shows that the distribution has a light tail.
The tail of delay is expressed as
PpDptq ą dq “ PtApt´ dq ą A˚ptqu (140)
“ P
#
Apt´ dq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs` ą 0
+
(141)
ď Eθ
”
e´θDˆpt,dq`tκ
Qp´θq`pt´dqκApθq; Dˆpt, dq ą 0
ı
(142)
ď etκQp´θq`pt´dqκApθq, (143)
where Dˆpt, dq :“ Apt´dq´Q`ptq. Similarly, the tail of delay
is lower bounded by
PpDptq ď dq “ P
#
Apt´ dq ´
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs` ď 0
+
(144)
ď E´θ
”
eθDˆpt,dq`tκ
Qpθq`pt´dqκAp´θq; Dˆpt, dq ď 0
ı
(145)
ď etκQpθq`pt´dqκAp´θq, (146)
where Dˆpt, dq :“ Apt´ dq ´Q`ptq.
The distribution of throughput is expressed as, for θ ą 0,
PpA˚ptq ď xq “ P
!ľ 
Q`ptq, Aptq( ď x) (147)
“ PpQ`ptq ď xq ` PpAptq ď xq
´PpQ`ptq ď xqPpAptq ď xq (148)
ď etκQp´θq`θx ` etκAp´θq`θx (149)
´
´
1´ etκQpθq´θx
¯
ˆ
´
1´ etκApθq´θx
¯
, (150)
similarly, the distribution is lower bounded by
PpA˚ptq ď xq ě 2´ etκQpθq´θx ´ etκApθq´θx (151)
´etκQp´θq`θx ˆ etκAp´θq`θx, (152)
where κQp˘θq and κAp˘θq correspond respectively to the
cumulative generating function of Q and a.
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We prove the results based on the change of measure ap-
proach [27], represent the distribution in the changed measure,
and find upper or lower bounds of the distribution.
The likelihood ratio martingale of the arrival process Aptq
is expressed as
LAt “
hAJtpθq
hAJ0pθq
eθAptq´tκ
Apθq, (153)
which is a mean-one martingale, and the likelihood ratio mean-
one martingale of the service process ´Q`ptq is
L
´Q
t “
h
´Q
Jt
pθq
h
´Q
J0
pθqe
´θQp0,tq´tκ´Qpθq. (154)
Assume the arrival process and the service process are inde-
pendent, then the product of the martingales
L
A´Q
0,t “ LAt ¨ L´Qt (155)
is also a martingale [38], and
E
”
L
A´Q
0,t
ı
“ E “LAt ‰ ¨ E ”L´Qt ı “ 1. (156)
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The tail of backlog is expressed as
PipBptq ą xq “ Pi
 
Aptq ´Q`ptq ą x( (157)
ď Eθ,i
”
Hpθqe´θpAptq´Qptqq`tκApθq`tκ´Qpθq;Bptq ą x
ı
(158)
ď H´ ¨ e´θx`tκApθq`tκ´Qpθq, (159)
and
PipBptq ď xq “ Pi
 
Aptq ´Q`ptq ď x( (160)
“ E´θ,i
”
Hp´θqeθBptq`tκAp´θq`tκ´Qp´θq;Bptq ď x
ı
(161)
ď H`eθx`tκAp´θq`tκ´Qp´θq, (162)
where H´ “ h
A
J0
pθq
minjPE h
A
j pθq
h
´Q
J0
pθq
minjPE h
´Q
j pθq
, H` “
hAJ0
p´θq
minjPE h
A
j p´θq
h
´Q
J0
p´θq
minjPE h
´Q
j p´θq
, and Hpθq “ h
A
J0
pθq
hA
Jt
pθq
h
´Q
J0
pθq
h
´Q
Jt
pθq
.
The tail of delay is expressed as
PipDptq ą dq “ Pi
 
Apt´ dq ´Q`ptq ą 0( (163)
ď Eθ,i
”
Hpθqe´θDˆptq`pt´dqκApθq`tκ´Qpθq; Dˆptq ą 0
ı
(164)
ď H´ept´dqκ
Apθq`tκ´Qpθq, (165)
and
PipDptq ď dq “ Pi
 
Apt´ dq ´Q`ptq ď 0( (166)
ď E´θ,i
”
Hp´θqeθDˆptq`pt´dqκAp´θq`tκ´Qp´θq; Dˆptq ď 0
ı
ď H`ept´dqκ
Ap´θq`tκ´Qp´θq, (167)
where Dˆptq “ Apt ´ dq ´ Q`ptq, Hpθq “ h
A
J0
pθq
hAJt´d
pθq
h
´Q
J0
pθq
h
´Q
Jt
pθq
,
H´ “ h
A
J0
pθq
minjPE h
A
j pθq
h
´Q
J0
pθq
minjPE h
´Q
j pθq
, and H` “
hAJ0
p´θq
minjPE h
A
j p´θq
h
´Q
J0
p´θq
minjPE h
´Q
j p´θq
.
The distribution of throughput is expressed as
PipA˚ptq ď xq “ Pi
!ľ 
Q`ptq, Aptq( ď x) (168)
“ PipQ`ptq ď xq ` PipAptq ď xq
´PipQ`ptq ď xqPipAptq ď xq (169)
ď h
Q
J0
p´θq
min
jPE
h
Q
j p´θq
eθx`tκ
Qp´θq ` h
A
J0
p´θq
min
jPE
hAj p´θq
eθx`tκ
Ap´θq
´
˜
1´ h
Q
J0
pθqe´θx`tκQpθq
minjPE h
Q
j pθq
¸
ˆ
˜
1´ h
A
J0
pθqe´θx`tκApθq
minjPE h
A
j pθq
¸
.
(170)
Similarly, the throughput distribution is lower bounded by
PipA˚ptq ď xq
ě 2´ h
Q
J0
pθq
min
jPE
h
Q
j pθq
e´θx`tκ
Qpθq ´ h
A
J0
pθq
min
jPE
hAj pθq
e´θx`tκ
Apθq
´h
Q
J0
p´θqeθx`tκQp´θq
minjPE h
Q
j p´θq
ˆ h
A
J0
p´θqeθx`tκAp´θq
minjPE h
A
j p´θq
. (171)
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For the deterministic capacity case, the backlog process
forms a Markov additive process. We define the likelyhood
ratio martingale as [27], @θ P R,
Lptq “ hJtpθq
hJ0pθq
eθBptq´tκpθq. (172)
Then, for θ ą 0,
PipBptq ą xq “ Eθ,i
„
hJ0pθq
hJtpθq
e´θBptq`tκpθq;Bptq ą x

(173)
ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θx`tκpθq, (174)
and, for θ ą 0,
PipBptq ď xq “ E´θ,i
„
hJ0p´θq
hJtp´θq
eθBptq`tκp´θq;Bptq ď x

ď hJ0p´θq
minjPE hjp´θqe
θx`tκp´θq. (175)
The tail of delay is expressed as
PipDptq ą dq “ Pi
#
Apt´ dq ą
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`
+
(176)
ď Eθ,i
”
Hpθqe´θApt´dq`pt´dqκpθq;Apt´ dq ą Qt
ı
(177)
ď hJ0pθq
minjPE hjpθqe
´θQt`pt´dqκpθq, (178)
where Hpθq “ hJ0pθq
hJt´d pθq
. Similarly, the distribution is bounded
by
PipDptq ď dq “ Pi
#
Apt´ dq ď
tÿ
i“0
rQpiqs`
+
(179)
ď E´θ,i
”
Hp´θqeθApt´dq`pt´dqκp´θq;Apt´ dq ď Qt
ı
(180)
ď hJ0p´θq
minjPE hjp´θqe
θQt`pt´dqκp´θq, (181)
where Hp´θq “ hJ0p´θq
hJt´d p´θq
.
The proof of other results, for the random capacity case,
follows analogically.
